
Year 9 into year 10 Fine Art Summer work
Task 1: Shoot 30 + photos as a creative response to an artist influence from this power point. Save your images to Google Drive.
(If possible) Please do not just leave your images on your phone as you will not be able to use them in school please share and 
send images to your school account then share via drive with your subject teacher. 

1. Choose a genre of Fine Art that can progress your existing work, e.g a figure into the environment / 
Portraiture/ Architecture/ Landscape/ Nature. 

2. Plan, design, direct and compose your new shoot very carefully using close connection to your chosen artist, 
show a good understanding of the way they work 

Task 2: Create a piece of art using your photographs in the style of one of the artists on the following 4 slides in 
this power point in materials of your choice.

Option 1 – Squaring drawing technique - If you are going to choose the squaring process. Draw your image on a
minimum of A4 sized paper and up to a maximum of A3 size paper/card or board. Proceed to measure and
accurately draw out your grid system 2x2cm or more using a ruler and sharp pencil.
Option 2 – freehand observation drawing technique - If you decide to work with freehand drawing techniques
without squaring, draw your image by closely observing and scrutinising your chosen image and create an
accurately finished drawing/painting on A4 or A3 sized paper.



Landscape & Architecture 
Artist: John Virtue and Frank Auerbach

Photography ideas: Think about angles and perspective. Look for different types of buildings modern or older. Think about if 
you want a whole cityscape or just sections of buildings.

https://www.shutterstock.com/blog/architectural-photo-tips Alexander Rodchenko

https://www.shutterstock.com/blog/architectural-photo-tips


Landscape
Artists: Paul Lewin & John Singer Sargent 

Photography ideas: Think about what you want to focus of your landscape photographs to be, do you want to include trees, 
fences, sea/rivers or man made structures. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/photography/
photo-tips/landscape-photography-tips/ Fay Goodwin

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/photography/photo-tips/landscape-photography-tips/


Portraiture
Artist: Chuck Close and Umberto Giacommetti

Photography ideas: Consider; lighting, composition, profile, self portrait, background, emotion, expression, subject.

https://www.pixpa.com/blog/master-portrait-photography Steve McCurry

https://www.pixpa.com/blog/master-portrait-photography


Figure
Artist: Edward Hopper

Photography ideas: Do you want people still or in action? Try to capture people when they are most relaxed or completing an 
action so they don’t look too posed or staged.
Look at street photographers for inspiration. 

Henri Cartier-Bresson


